
 

Helping connected consumers to navigate your path to
purchase

South African consumer brands, like their counterparts in other parts of the world, face an uphill battle in meeting the
growing expectations of their customers. They operate in a world where consumers continually want more convenience,
more choice, lower prices and a better experience.

According to GfK’s Retail Trend Monitor 2017, a 51-country survey of retailers and industry experts, convenience of the
shopping experience (89%) is the leading driver of current retail developments, but personalised marketing and the
seamlessness of the cross-channel experience will gain in relevance.

Against this backdrop, manufacturers and retailers understand that the power rests in the shoppers’ hands in a world of
global competition, always-on connectivity and on-demand services. Brands need to fight hard for every customer
conversion, then battle to retain each customer they have won.

No brand has a free pass to success and no business model is guaranteed to survive. There is a long list of local and
international brands who have not managed to adapt to global competition and digital disruption, and many more are feeling
the competitive pressure from competitors like Takealot.

Disruption will accelerate as trends like the Internet of Things and virtual/augmented reality become more mainstream.

No matter which sector a retail or manufacturer operates in, whatever its scale or geography, each consumer brand must
constantly re-evaluate its strategies and tactics to ensure it wins the connected shopper’s business. This is about focusing
on the right touchpoints at the right moment throughout the consumer’s whole omnichannel path to purchase.

Brands that are serious about conquering the connected shopper must understand today’s retail environment and anticipate
tomorrow’s trends to plan and prepare for the future.
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Two different routes to purchase

In the future, shopping will either be functional, rational and efficient, or it will need to offer an emotional connection or be
an experience. Our global research points to two potential future scenarios for retail in the connected world. What is
common to both approaches is that shoppers are front and centre, and have more control than ever before of how they
shop and what they buy.

1. Staying in

Consumers will order more and more of the products they need from a PC or smartphone. In the future, smart home
sensors may take over some of the functional aspects of shopping, automatically ordering and replenishing basic supplies
as they run out. Consumers will meanwhile use virtual and augmented reality to try on clothes, trial appliances and test drive
cars – all from the comfort of their homes.

2. Going out

Shopping at the malls will become hyperconvenient, superfast and really simple with in-store GPS navigation, pick-up
points, automated payments (no queues) and minimal browsing in the future. Mobile phones will have a key role to play,
becoming handheld shopping trip assistants. Retailers will also offer experiences that blend socialising and entertainment.
The smartphone will connect the personalised digital and physical retail world, for chatting, browsing, sharing experiences
and payment.

Getting up close and personal with the connected shopper

Every connected consumer and every purchase is different. Having an in-depth customer understanding is essential to
offer shoppers the all-important personalised product or service and to anticipate their needs to increase their basket size
and grow loyalty. For a 360° perspective, brands need to evaluate the key target audience segments in detail.

How do they behave, what are their need states, how can a brand meet their expectations? With more consumers than ever
saying they feel overwhelmed by choice, understanding and helping shoppers find the products they really want will
become a core tenet of the successful retailer.

Relevance and persuasion will become more important as key success factors. As a result, many retail marketing budgets
are shifting to content and attribution marketing to be closer to the shopper during the moments that matter. The focus will
be less on where the purchase happens, and much more on how one can influence it.
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